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COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES PROPOSAL  
FOR A  

SPECIAL FEE FOR ART MAJORS, ART DEPARTMENT 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
The Art Department requests approval for a special fee charged to all studio art majors 
of $200/semester (AOS codes U105, U107, U108, U109, U111, U112, U113, U115, 
U886, U887) and a reduced fee on Art History majors of $50/semester (U104, U110).   
Assuming a floor of 400 studio art (BA/BFA) majors and about 25 art history majors, this 
fee would raise approximately $81,250 each semester or $162,500 a year.  
 
This fee will allow the Art Department to continue to offer students a full, state-of-the-art 
education in Studio Art and the related field of Art History.  In order to educate students 
who are prepared either to continue their studies in graduate programs or to pursue 
careers as artists and/or in art-related fields, the Department must maintain both an up-to-
date and smoothly functioning facility and core curricular and co-curricular programming.  
This is becoming increasing difficult to provide and maintain; a special fee will allow the 
department to guarantee that it can continue to offer the highest quality education. 
 
The Art Department does not take this step lightly.  There have been consultations with 
the Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and the Associate Provost for Enrollment 
Management.  The latter feels that even the students most at risk of not completing their 
college studies will not be impacted by this in a way that would lead to significant 
retention problems.  Having looked at the cost of an art education at other schools in the 
UNC system, the table below summarizes comparisons with schools granting both 
Studio MFA as well as those with which UNCG most often competes for students. 
 
School Tuition/Fees 

per 
semester(in-
state) 

Special fees 
assessed for 
ART (per 
semester) 

Total for Art 
Students if 
tuition stays the 
same 

Comments 

UNCG 3,227.00 Proposed at 
$200 

3,427.00  

UNC-CH (MFA) 4,167 No 4,167 UNC-CH has a laptop 
requirement for all 
students (MacBook Pro 
is $1800/software 
subscription is 
$327/year for students) 

ECU 3,039 No 3,039  
Western 
Carolina 

3,265.50 125.00 3,380.50 Only school in the UNC 
system with a special 
Art fee now 

UNCC 3,138.50 No 3,138.50  
UNCA 3,196.00 No 3,196.00  
App State 3,401.50 No 3,401.50  
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A survey of students was conducted, asking them simply, if they would be willing to 
absorb a special fee in order to maintain the excellence of the program offered, our 
facilities, and our co-curricular activities.  Sixty-three percent of the students surveyed 
support the tuition increase. 
 
UNCG’s Art Department has a long legacy of excellence.  It is the biggest, best-
equipped and staffed program in this region and is among the best in the state system.  
It offers the oldest MFA in Studio Art in North Carolina, a program which has produced 
some extraordinary artists.  Having a reduction in resources, however, the department 
faces some stark choices.  If not adequately maintained, facilities such the digital studios 
labs will be forced to close and will require students to purchase both an appropriate 
laptop and to license Creative Suites software.  Digital labs have also been a major 
recruiting tool; bare classrooms will attract fewer potential students.  It will mean being 
unable to monitor facilities available to students in the evening and on the weekends, 
prime working time for most of them.  Also, will be curtailment of the co-curricular 
programming, including efforts to introduce students to artist-entrepreneurs, and which is 
a vital part of the strong, fully-rounded education now offered. 
 
Proposed budget: 
 
 Income from special fees:    $ 162,500 (per year) 
 
 Expenditures: 
  Academic support       146,250 
  Student retention & success        16,250 
     
About 90% of the approximately $162,500 this special fee would generate annually 
would be used for academic support and to equip and maintain the specialized facilities 
appropriately, including the cost of industry-standard software which will otherwise be 
passed directly to the students because the department will no longer be able to license 
it.  This money would also be used to employ the part-time studio monitors and 
technicians who guarantee students access to the facilities in the evenings and on 
weekends.  The remaining funds will allow the gallery to continue to function as a 
student-learning laboratory in which emerging and established artists engage students in 
art making and workshops that provide invaluable exposure to people working and 
supporting themselves in the fields in which art majors hope to work.  This exposure has 
allowed students to gain invaluable insights into the entrepreneurial possibilities that 
make it possible for a young person to consider a career as an artist and in an arts-
related field.  A small portion of monies generated, about 10%, by these fees will be 
used in any given year, to help students who wish to participate in faculty-led art and art 
history-centered summer study programs abroad.  Now offered is a month-long program 
in Florence every other year, as well as photo seminars in Iceland and in France during 
2015, and a summer program in Berlin is being developed that will alternate with the 
experience in Florence.  These international experiences align very closely with UNCG’s 
strategic plan and QEP in Global Engagement Quality Enhancement Plan.  The 
department would like to make these programs as accessible to as many students as 
possible. 
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